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Preamble
A small program in Excel using complementary random numbers on various variables
affecting marketing strategy of a competitive firm has been developed to simulate and learn
various operational business situation in a small newborn company. Annotations for
variables and interrelationship of variables are provided in the supporting Excel file. This
simulation exercise has been named as BESTMARK (Business Enterprise Strategic
Transitions in Market). I hold the copyright of this simulator (pending patent). This
simulation is played in teams and results are presented in the classroom. While playing
simulator, if students change the value of one variable (e.g. price) all variables such as
volume of sales, inventory cost, market share and profit also changes. It is necessary to
optimize the market share and profit using the best combinations. This simulator is operated
in individual computers and not on LAN system. Further upgrading process of the simulator
is in progress. This exercise is administered in graduate courses of marketing strategy,
competitor analysis and sales management.
The Case1
‘Slim and Tasty’ is a two-year-old company that makes skimmed milk and sugar substitute
puddings of exotic fruit flavors. Founded by ChrisBaker, a former jingle musician seeking to
capitalize on a childhood love. This small capital company is based in Los Angeles and
employs only seven people. By putting a child-friendly cow on the package and giving his
flavors names like Fruity Trudy and Chocolate Chip Cathy, Mr. Baker branded his product
for young diet conscious women. The challenge in business has been whether the company
is targeting the right customers. Following unexpected publicity from media outlets and
promising sales on a college campus, Mr. Baker found himself second-guessing his audience
even though he knew that to sell to college girls and health aware women, he would have to
rethink his whole brand. The operations management of the company has been handed over
to Ray Murry, a young MBA graduate and new incumbent in the company. Mr. Ray has
head-on with experimenting the costs and price of products. Then his enthusiasm dwindled.
“I’d done the same kind of projects so long, I was no longer getting the gratification,” he
said. “I wanted to create something I had a stake in and reignite the passion and excitement.”
Proclaiming that ‘Slim and Tasty’ is a book for diet seeking customers without compromising
the taste, the late-night TV programs riffed on the product for nearly a minute. “Just when
the Twinkie smiles, we come up with puffy weightless puddings. I’ve never been prouder to
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be a good taster,” the program said. It was great publicity. However, there was one problem:
the age of the consumers, viewers, and readers. Mr. Ray said he quickly realized “these are
not the people I’m trying to sell my product to and at the price they seek.” That disconnect
nagged at him as he began talks with an investor, the owner of an incubator, who would
ultimately acquire a majority stake in his company and become a silent partner.
The Task here is to fix the right operations costs and consumer price to make company
perform competitive in the market. You can try to find a right solution by playing with the
numbers in the given simulation.
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Sim Configuration
Pitch

week

Term

14

Production growth

exponential

Simulation Configuration
Period-Week/Month
Term- Rounds of play 1-52
Performance Scale - Geometric, Exponential, or Constant
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Initial Variables
Cost of
1 production per
week
Packaging cost
2
per unit
Advertising
3
cost
4

Consumer
entretainment

$158,558.25

5

$0.79

6

1.00%

7

0.64%

8

Cost of sales
Margins to
distributor
Cost of
inventory
New
investment in
production

7.48%
4.70%
5.17%
250.00%

Upon configuring the periodicity of business operations Week/Month and number of rounds to be play
(mentioned as Term, in the game) the simulation can be programed. All cost and price variable can be
changed using the drop-down buttons to experiment. Every time a variable is changed would alter results
for all variable in the simulator and the results are displayed in a new Excel worksheet.
Players have to maintain a log of each operation experiment with changed made in each variable and print
the corresponding results. after playing for minimum 12 weeks or a quarter should be able to analyze the
benefit cost matrix corresponding to changes made in the costs and price variables.
A detailed report /presentation should be made by the players justifying their strategies, and causes and
effects.
This simulation has been popularly used in the MBA courses of Marketing Strategy at EGADE Business
School and International Business Management (MG520)course of Boston University.
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